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a b s t r a c t 

Mobile phone data have recently become an attractive source of information about mobility behavior. 

Since cell phone data can be captured in a passive way for a large user population, they can be har- 

nessed to collect well-sampled mobility information. In this paper, we propose CT-Mapper , an unsuper- 

vised algorithm that enables the mapping of mobile phone traces over a multimodal transport network. 

One of the main strengths of CT-Mapper is its capability to map noisy sparse cellular multimodal trajecto- 

ries over a multilayer transportation network where the layers have different physical properties and not 

only to map trajectories associated with a single layer. Such a network is modeled by a large multilayer 

graph in which the nodes correspond to metro/train stations or road intersections and edges correspond 

to connections between them. The mapping problem is modeled by an unsupervised HMM where the 

observations correspond to sparse user mobile trajectories and the hidden states to the multilayer graph 

nodes. The HMM is unsupervised as the transition and emission probabilities are inferred using respec- 

tively the physical transportation properties and the information on the spatial coverage of antenna base 

stations. To evaluate CT-Mapper we collected cellular traces with their corresponding GPS trajectories for 

a group of volunteer users in Paris and vicinity (France). We show that CT-Mapper is able to accurately 

retrieve the real cell phone user paths despite the sparsity of the observed trace trajectories. Furthermore 

our transition probability model is up to 20% more accurate than other naive models. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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. Introduction 

Macroscopic analysis of the traffic flow in large metropolitan

reas is a challenging task. This is especially true when multiple

ransit authorities are in charge of different transport networks

road, train, subway). Due to the lack of a common source of in-

ormation across these transit systems, it is often hard for city

uthorities to grasp a unified view of mobility patterns. In this

ontext, mobile phone data have recently become an attractive

ource of information about mobility behavior. Thanks to the ubiq-

itous usage of mobile phones, mining mobile phone data has be-

ome a promising way to understand multimodal human mobility

1–3] ranging from identifying a mobile user daily path to record-

ng transportation usage (e.g., taking train, metro, bus, etc.) in a

arge metropolitan area. Traditional approaches of mobility stud-
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es used GPS to accurately sense spatial data with a localization

rror bound ≤50 m. Although it ensures the collection of fine-

rained mobility trajectories (as shown in Fig. 1 b), GPS-based data

ollection has two main drawbacks: first, it causes high energy

onsumption, and second, it is constrained to a limited group of

sers (e.g., taxi drivers [4] or a group of car drivers [5] ). GPS sens-

ng, therefore, is not suitable for collecting large-scale data from

etropolitan area populations. By contrast, cellular data provided

y network operators does not suffer from these issues, and has

ecome recently, as a result, a new source of mobility information.

ignaling information from mobile network operators (CDRs -Call

ata Records) have been used as a valuable source of mobility in-

ormation for large scale population [3,6,7] . 

Localization of mobile phone users with antennas (i.e., cellular

owers), nonetheless, provides only coarse-grained mobility trajec-

ories at antenna level, with a varying localization error of hundred

eters in densely populated cities, and within several kilometers

n rural areas [3] . Given the resulting cellular mobility trajectories

i.e., a sequence of antenna id s) and the location of each antenna

s shown in Fig. 1 c, it might be difficult to observe the road or

etro station that the user passes by (as shown in Fig. 1 a). 
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Fig. 1. A user’s trip from airport CDG to city center of Paris: The road trajectory consists of the sequence of roads that the user passes-by; The GPS trajectory is sampled in 

minute based frequency; The cellular trajectory (full) records each cell tower the user passes-by; The CDR trajectory reports the location of the user’s each call during the 

trip; The sparse cellular trajectory is sampled every 15 min. 
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In order to collect cellular mobility trajectories using mobile

phones, previous works [3,6] usually extracted the trajectories

from Call Detailed Records (CDR), where the CDR of a user restores

the antenna id and the time-stamp of each of his/her mobile calls.

To understand human mobility, these works were mostly limited

to aggregating the trajectories from a user’s long-term CDR data in

order to determine the frequently-visited locations and the visit-

ing time (e.g., the park he/she usually passes by during the 07:00–

09:00 window of working days). As such, the techniques proposed

by previous works are not suitable for estimating the precise mo-

bility trajectories on the road/transportation network using the

CDR cellular trajectories. 

Furthermore, one sample of CDR data (i.e., one call record) can

be obtained only when the user places a call, making human mo-

bility data between two consecutive calls irretrievable, especially

when the time duration between the two calls is long (e.g., the

inter-call mobility between the two calls in Fig. 1 d). Thus, even

though it has been studied widely, CDR is unlikely to be a good
ata source for the trajectory mapping problem. Considering the

ime sparsity drawbacks of CDRs, we use, in this work, a new pas-

ive capturing technique to efficiently extract the position of the

ase stations the mobile phone is connected to. This technique an-

lyzes the signaling channel of the data mobile network in order to

xtract the base station locations. This way of capturing the mobil-

ty of users is scalable and provides a higher sampling rate than

DR-based sensing. 

The sparse cellular trajectories are collected and provided upon

he request of the experiment participants to the network operator.

onsidering privacy issues [8] , the network operator localizes each

obile user using an antenna id , and further records each user’s

ntenna id with time-stamp periodically (e.g., every 15 min in our

tudy). Compared to the user’s real trip (in Fig. 1 a), the sparse cel-

ular trajectory (in Fig. 1 e) partially measures the user’s mobility

ith coarse-grained localization. The objective of our work is to
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Fig. 2. Multilayer representation of different transportation networks. 
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ap each sparse cellular trajectory 1 into the multimodal trans-

ortation network, in order to obtain the sequence of network

odes that the user passes by. For example, given the cellular

rajectory shown in Fig. 1 e and the transportation network of the

aris metropolitan area shown in Fig. 2 , our goal is to recover the

equence of nodes of the real trip shown in Fig 1 a. 

The common approach for mapping cellular trajectories into the

etropolitan transportation (usually road) network is to first col-

ect a large amount of cellular trajectories and then to manually

abel each cellular trajectory with the corresponding intersection

equence, an intersection being a graph node associated with a

unction between two roads. The next phase is to train a supervised

obility model (e.g., HMM) using the labeled cellular trajectories, in

rder to build a probabilistic model mapping antenna id sequences

o intersection sequences. After training, given a new user cellu-

ar trajectory, the supervised model predicts, as the mapping re-

ult, a sequence of intersections, having the maximal likelihood of

enerating the antenna id sequence. However, labeling cellular tra-

ectories to cover the road/transportation networks and all cellular

owers of a metropolis is not practical, as it costs too much human

ffort s to collect the trajectories and to manually annotate them.

e propose, in this paper, to solve the cellular trajectory mapping

roblem using an unsupervised mobility model , that does not re-

uire collecting and labeling any trajectories. 

Given the above examples and target research goals, the key is-

ues in designing the unsupervised mobility model include: 

1) Given the antenna id sequence in a cellular trajectory, retrieve the

sequence of road/rail intersections that the user passes by given

a database storing the multimodal transportation network -

The transportation network covering and connecting multiple

types of transportation modes (e.g., rail, metro, highway , etc.)

is named multimodal transportation network [9] , in which each

node is either a road intersection or a station of a rail trans-

portation mode (i.e., subway, tramway and train), and each edge

is a connection between intersections (e.g., the pathway con-

necting a metro station and a bus stop). Obviously, it is nontriv-

ial to extract the precise user path from the multimodal trans-

portation network using the antenna id sequences. 

The cellular trajectory might come from multiple transporta-

tion systems nearby each corresponding antenna and in differ-

ent layers (underground, ground and trestle). To overcome this

issue, it is necessary to build a comprehensive database storing
1 In the rest of paper, we use the term “cellular trajectory” and “sparse cellular 

rajectory” interchangeably. 

 

 

 

all the intersections of the multimodal transportation network,

where we can accurately retrieve the surrounding intersections

of each antenna. 

In this work, open data provided by OpenStreetMap (OSM) and

the National Geographic Institute (IGN) are used to extract the

multimodal transportation network of Ile-de-France (Paris and

vicinity). This region is characterized by a high diversity of

public transportation modes (tram, RER, train, bus) that have

each particular specifications. Therefore, building a multimodal

transportation network to study individuals’ mobility requires

a clear understanding of the multimodal network complexity.

The multimodal transportation network is modeled in this work

based on the concept of ‘cross-layer’ links that connect each

two nodes where users can switch transportation modes. 

2) Given an observed cellular trajectory, compute the most-likely in-

tersection sequence over the multimodal transportation network

- It is difficult to search the most-likely intersection sequence

from the set of intersections, due to the following reason: 

Likelihood computation: In order to search the most-likely in-

tersection sequence, given an observation sequence, we need

to calculate the likelihood of each node given the cellular tra-

jectory. While the traditional supervised HMM mobility model

harnessing the statistics of labeled cellular trajectories (i.e.,

emission/transition probabilities) is usually used to estimate the

likelihood, we propose an unsupervised HMM that does not

leverage labeled data. Rather, it proposes a method to calcu-

late the likelihood using the topological properties and other

information of the transportation network . In other words, the

HMM parameters are automatically derived in an unsupervised

way based on a priori knowledge of transportation network

properties. 

In summary, the main contributions of this work are 

• We propose to study the problem of mapping cellular trajecto-

ries to the multimodal transportation network, in order to ob-

tain the precise mobility of the users. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the first work addressing these issues. In partic-

ular, rather than mapping cellular trajectories using the super-

vised mapping algorithms with labeled mobility data, we pro-

pose an unsupervised mapping algorithm leveraging the topo-

logical properties of the transportation network, thus eliminat-

ing the tedious human labeling effort s f or building the mobility

model. 
• We propose an unsupervised trajectory mapping algorithm,

namely CT-Mapper , which maps cellular location data over
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the multimodal transportation network. The multimodal trans-

portation network database was built using different references

of geospatial resources. The mapping algorithm is modeled by

an HMM where the observations correspond to user cellular

trajectories and the hidden states are associated with nodes

of the multilayer graph. Transition probability and emission

score were modeled based on topological properties of the

transportation network and the spatial distribution of antenna

base stations. The Viterbi decoding algorithm helps reduce the

complexity of finding the best match which might enable us

to deploy our unsupervised mapping algorithm on large scale

mobility data sets in order to estimate multimodal traffic in

metropolitan areas. 
• We collect real cellular trajectories of a group of users in the

Paris metropolitan area with the help of a French telecom op-

erator, then evaluate our mapping algorithm using the data.

Through the extensive evaluation with cellular trajectories cov-

ering more than 2500 intersection nodes and three physical lay-

ers , 10 0 0 metro and subway stations, we show that our algo-

rithm maps the cellular trajectory onto the multimodal trans-

portation network of the Paris metropolitan area with good ac-

curacy given the sparsity of user cellular trajectories. This algo-

rithm also achieves up to 20% higher accuracy compared to a

baseline approach, that exploits for unsupervised HMM param-

eter estimation, the complexity and topology of the multilayer

network, without considering the transportation properties of

network edges. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows:

Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 gives an overview

of the proposed system. Section 4 presents the details of the un-

supervised estimation of HMM parameters and explains how the

two main probability distributions used for mapping are derived.

In Section 5 , we evaluate our proposed algorithm and the paper

ends by a discussion and a conclusion in Section 6 . 

2. Related work 

2.1. General human mobility models 

A considerable amount of human mobility studies have been

devoted to the analysis of trajectories of individuals based on their

traces. Spatial characteristics such as the center of the mass, the

radius of gyration and statistical characteristics revealed a num-

ber of scaling properties in human trajectories: Gonzalez et al.

[10] and Brockmann et al. [11] showed a truncated power-law ten-

dency in the distribution of jump length. It was observed that most

individuals travel only over a short distance, and there is only a

few who travel regularly over hundred kilometers. Further stud-

ies [10,12] showed that travel patterns collapse into a single spa-

tial probability distribution, indicating that, despite the diversity of

their travel history, humans follow simple reproducible patterns. In

addition, statistical analysis confirms that individuals’ movement

follows spatio-temporal patterns [5,13,14] which can help defining

mobility models. In all mentioned studies, multimodal mobility as-

pects were not taken into account. One objective, in this work,

is to investigate the mobility patterns of trajectories through the

multimodal transportation network and to explore how these pat-

terns are affected by the multiplicity of the layers of the network.

Early mobility studies relied on expensive data collection methods,

such as surveys and direct observation. Trajectories were mostly

defined as Origin-Destination (OD), and were mapped over the de-

sirable graph to retrieve an optimal path solution which is usually

the shortest path between the origin and destination [5,12,13,15] .

Although recent studies have tried to infer the traffic flow using
dditional traffic data [16] , they still fail to retrieve the real path

aken by individuals. 

.2. Mapping algorithms 

Along with mobility studies, applications such as navigation

ystems, traffic monitoring and public transportation tracking, have

sed GPS data to track individuals or any moving object [17–22] . A

ariety of statistical approaches such as Expectation Maximization

EM) [22] , Kalman Filter [20,21] and Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

17–19,23,24] were used to map noisy sequential location data over

ransportation networks. Most of these mapping algorithms have

sed GPS data as they provide accurate location data with an er-

or of about 50 m. Moreover, using labeled data, supervised mod-

ls were trained to optimize model parameters in an automatic

ay. Once the models are trained, they are used to find the most

ikely path in the network assigned to sequences of noisy location

ata. Most of these mapping algorithms, however, were developed

o map noisy data over road networks without considering other

obility modes. 

.3. Human mobility modeling with CDR cellular trajectories 

Because of the expeditious growth of mobile phones, Call Data

ecords (CDR) have been recently providing great data sets for hu-

an mobility studies as they are collected continuously for all ac-

ive cellular phones. CDRs, however, have two significant limita-

ions: first, they are sparse in time because they are generated only

hen a phone engages in a voice call or text message exchange;

nd second, they are coarse in space and less precise than GPS lo-

ation data, because they record location only at the granularity of

 cellular antenna (with an average error of 175 m in dense popu-

ated areas and up to 2 km in non- dense areas). Nonetheless, the

act that almost the entire population is already equipped with cell

hones [3] allows for studying important aspects of individual mo-

ility such as inferring transportation modes. Cellular network data

ere, for instance, used to classify different transportation modes

or long-distance travels [2,3] . Thiagaran et al. in [17] exploited cel-

ular signal data with a combination of cellphone sensors to de-

elop a supervised mapping algorithm in order to overcome the

imitation of GPS data. While previous works have used cellular

ata to map long trajectories, this work proposes an unsupervised

apping algorithm that maps the sparse cellular trajectories over

he multimodal transportation network in the Paris metropolitan

rea (Ile-de-France). This approach could be used for large scale

mart-phone users for further studies in traffic estimation. Such

 mapping is important for the development of smart cities and

mart mobility. 

Studies of smart cities in the past were limited to analyz-

ng multimodal transportation networks without considering large

cale real mobility data. The main goal of multimodal mobil-

ty studies is to improve public transportation monitoring and

o reduce traffic congestion [9,25,26] . Considering the aforemen-

ioned observations and the fact that the majority of trajectory

apping problems are developed for mono-modal transportation

etworks (specifically road networks), we believe that there is

 gap in the literature. This study aims at bridging this gap

y mapping cellular sparse data of smartphones over the mul-

imodal transportation network in the Ile-de-France metropolitan

rea. The multimodal mapping results may help not only optimiz-

ng the multimodal transportation network, but also investigating

he multimodal mobility behavior of individuals in metropolitan

reas. 
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Fig. 3. Voronoi tessellation of cellular antennas in Ile-de-France. 
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. CT-Mapper system overview 

In this section, we first formulate the search problem of CT-

apper, and introduce the dataset collected for mapping. We then

nalyze the computational complexity of the mapping problem

ver the collected dataset, and finally present the framework of

T-Mapper. 

.1. Problem statement 

In this section, we first formulate the problem by defining sev-

ral key concepts used in our approach. 

efinition 1 (Multilayer transportation graph) . Such a graph is

epresented as G = (V, E, L, �) where V, E represent the vertices

nd the edges, L is the set of possible layers. In our study we fo-

used on three layers: road, train and subway. 

Function � indicates the layer of each node �: V → L in G . 

Transportation layer G 

l = (V l , E l ) is a subset of G , where

 

l = { v | v ∈ V, �(v ) = l} and E l = { < v i , v j > ∈ E, �(v i ) = �(v j ) =
} . Each node v i is characterized by its latitude and longitude (i.e.,

he geographical position v i = < l at, l on > i ) 

CrossLayer edge set E cl ⊂ E defines the edges with pair of nodes

ot belonging to the same layer: E cl = { < v i , v j > ∈ G | �(v i ) � =
(v j ) } 

The multilayer Transportation graph is characterized by its ad-

acency matrix W i j ∈ R 

| V |×| V | . Fig. 2 illustrates how different trans-

ortation layers have been aggregated to build a multimodal trans-

ortation network. 

efinition 2 (Cellular network) . In this work, we characterize a

ellular network as a set of cell towers C = { c 0 , c 1 , ...c P } , where

ach cell tower c p = < l at, l on, r max > p is characterized by its lati-

ude and longitude in the geographical coordinate system and by

 

max which is the maximum radius of the voronoi cell enclosing c p 
n the voronoi graph built from set C (Cf. Fig. 3 ). Please note that

he location of each cell tower does not coincide with the location

f any intersection in the transportation network i.e., ∀ v 
i 
∈ V, ∀ c p 

 C , we have < lat, lon > p � = < lat, lon > i . 

efinition 3 (Sparse cellular trajectory) . Further we define a

parse cellular trajectory of a user as a sequence of time-stamped

ocations O = o → o ... → o , where each time-stamped location
0 1 M 
 t = < c(t) > refers to the cell tower at time-stamp t the user is

bserved at. 

Trajectory mapping problem - Given a transportation network

 , cell tower network C , and a user sparse cellular trajectory O , our

earch problem is to find a sequence of intersections v 0 → v 1 ... → v q 
hich the user actually passes by on the transportation network . 

.2. Data collection and datasets 

Three types of data are used in this study: multimodal trans-

ortation network data, sparse cellular trajectory data, and GPS

rajectory data. The multimodal transportation network data are

sed to build the multilayer network graph and the mobility model

or the mapping algorithms. Cellular trajectories are used for test-

ng while GPS trajectories are used as ground truth and not for

raining HMM parameters. 

Sparse cellular trajectory data - In this work we use a new

ype of cellular trajectory named sparse cellular trajectory. A set of

echniques for data collection are used to capture GPRS Tunneling

rotocol (GTP) messages from the cellular data network. Packet in-

pection of GTP-C (GTP control plane) enables us to capture users’

ocalization information at higher frequency than the traditional

DR. The GTP is the tunneling protocol used to carry data traf-

c over the mobile network (from 2G to LTE) to internet. When a

martphone enables its internet connection (e.g., when it is turned

n), a message is sent over the network asking for access. This

essage contains among other things the identity of the phone

nd the cell id covering the user. Once the session is established,

pdate messages are sent carrying information like the bearer or

he cell id. These messages are triggered each time a change in

he network parameters occurs: moving to another network area,

hange of bearer, and so on. More detail about the localization is-

ue in GTP protocol can be found in [27] . However, unlike [27] ,

e found that the update occurs at a much higher frequency than

escribed in [27] (cf. Fig. 4 ). Finally, when the mobile looses the

ignal or is turned off, a message closing the session is sent. With

odern smartphone applications that emit and receive data on a

egular basis (i.e., email, push notification), it is expected that the

TP tunnel for a given user remains constantly maintained, en-

bling us to sample the user position at each network event. 

GPS trajectory data - To evaluate the accuracy of our proposed

apping algorithm, GPS data were used as ground truth. A group

f participants were asked to install the “Moves” smartphone ap-

lication [28] to record their GPS locations. The GPS locations pro-

ided by “Moves” were analyzed to extract real trajectories of par-

icipants. 
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Table 1 

Different transportation networks with their properties. 

Number Avg. 

Node Edge Degree Length Reference 

Subway 303 356 2 .35 0 .757 OSM 

Train 241 244 2 .025 3 .07 OSM 

Road 14798 22276 3 .01 1 .34 IGN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Graph entropy: (A) absolute value of the average entropy of the graph where 

S avg is the entropy of the real graph and S R is the entropy of the random graph with 

similar characteristics, (B) is the relative of the average graphs entropy of the paths 

in the subgraph of the metro, train, road. 
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3.3. Computational complexity of the mapping problem in the 

collected datasets 

The underlying transportation network used in this study is the

multimodal transportation network of Ile-de-France which is mod-

eled by several separated graph layers corresponding each to a dif-

ferent transportation mode, interconnected together into a multi-

layer graph G . To build this graph, multiple geospatial datasets,

namely the road network from the National Geographic Institute

(IGN) [29] and the rail transport network (train and metro) from

OpenStreetMap (OSM) [30] were aggregated. Each node in G is ei-

ther a road intersection, a rail station or a metro station. A key

feature of the proposed multimodal transportation network is its

modeling of transitions between different transport modes during

a given trip. Cross-layer transition modeling is ensured by adding

CrossLayer appropriate edges between layers. 

Although such a multilayer representation of the transportation

network enables us to model and define trajectories using differ-

ent transportation modes, it also increases the complexity of the

underlying network. To highlight this fact, we use the “search com-

plexity” metric to show how difficult it is to find the sequence of

segments that compose the truth path over the map. This metric

describes how hard it is to find a sequence of nodes in a path from

a source to a destination by chance. 

First, Table 1 illustrates some topological differences between

each layer in the multilayer graph G . For example, the average

length between two consecutive intersections is rather heteroge-

neous across different transportation layers. To quantitatively as-

sess the network complexity, we use an entropy measure to char-

acterize the ease/difficulty of navigation in a network using “the

search information” developed in [31] , and in [32] . To summarize

the work of [31] and [32] , the search information entropy is the

Shannon entropy of the probability of finding a given destination

(in Eq. (1) ) by chance; the higher is the entropy, the more diffi-

cult it will be for any search algorithm to find a right destination,

regardless of its internal design. 

Eq. (1) defines the probability for a random walker starting at

node s with degree k s to reach node t . Consequently, in Eq. (2) , we

define the search entropy of a graph as the sum over all shortest

paths { SP st } from node s to node t in G averaged over all possible

pairs of nodes ( s, t ) in graph G . As a result, by computing the av-

erage entropy of all the possible paths in G , we can express the

relative complexity ( S avg ) of finding a given path in a given graph

G : 

P [ SP st ] = 

1 

k s 

∏ 

j∈ SP st 

1 

k j − 1 

(1)

S a v g = 

1 

N(N − 1) 

N ∑ 

s =1 

N ∑ 

t=1 

− log 2 
∑ 

{ SP st } 
P [ SP st ] (2)

In Fig. 5 a, we plot the average entropy of each layer of the mul-

timodal transportation graph of Ile-de-France along with the aver-

age entropy of the interconnected multilayer network. We observe

that the average entropy is higher in the multilayer transportation

network than in each of the layers taken separately. Fig. 5 b also

shows the average path entropy relative to the size of the graph
 σ ). As it shows clearly, the complexity of the multilayer graph

s higher than each of its layers taken separately, regardless of its

ize. We define σ = S/ log 2 (N) as the average graph path’s entropy

elative to its size and δ = (S a v g − S R ) / log 2 (N) to describe how a

raph compares with its random counterpart in terms of its node

egree, irrespective of the network size. 

As a conclusion, the search complexity of finding the right path

n the multilayer transportation graph increases compared with a

ingle layer graph. This is due to two effects: firstly when different

ayers are combined together in a multilayer graph, the number of

egenerate paths (paths of the same length) increase and so does

he overall complexity of the aggregate. Secondly, when we build

he multilayer transportation network, we add multiple intercon-

ections between each two layers, and we thus increase the degree

f nodes that are at the junctions of two layers. It is also important

o notice the clear increase of path complexity between the aggre-

ate graph and the different layers taken separately (train, metro,

oad). The aggregation of layers increases the number of degener-

ted paths from typically one or two to several. 

These effects combined increase the search complexity of a

iven path in the multilayer transport network and increase, there-

ore, the difficulty of finding a correct mapping of the sparse trajec-

ories on the graph. This phenomenon explains why in multimodal

ransport systems using an algorithm that tries to find the best

atch of a user trajectory (cellular trajectory) over the transport

etwork will usually fails, due to the presence of many degenerate

aths. 

.4. Framework and overall design 

Given the multimodal transportation network G and the cellu-

ar network C , we define an algorithm that outputs the most likely

ath or sequence of intersections given the sequence associated

ith a user sparse cellular trajectory O . In order to infer the accu-

ate sequence of intersections from the given sparse cellular trajec-

ory, we propose a two-phase unsupervised mapping algorithm: in

he first phase , the algorithm searches a sequence of intersections,

amely the skeleton sequence , where each two consecutive inter-

ections are not necessarily adjacent (shown in Fig. 6 c). For this

bjective, we developed an unsupervised Hidden Markov Model in-

erence algorithm that accommodates the sparsity of observations

15 min). The hidden states in the HMM are the multimodal graph

odes corresponding to road intersections or metro/train stations.

he transition probability in our model takes care of sparsity of
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Fig. 6. An illustration of different phases of mapping algorithm a) Real trajectory b) Cellular trajectory c) Phase I d) Phase II input d) Phase II output. The blue line in the 

Fig. 5 (a) is the real GPS trajectory of a user and given a sequence of 5 antenna base stations with the frequency of 15 min, the mapping algorithm can retrieve the pink line 

in Fig. 5 (e). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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bservations by permitting transitions between nonadjacent nodes

s explained in Section 4.1. For each observation, a set of hidden

tates are selected as the candidate states in order to minimize the

omplexity of the search in the graph. Given a sequence of sparse

ellular observations, our HMM model outputs the most likely se-

uence over the multilayer network. Note that for some sequences,

nly 3 or 4 observation points are available, which makes inference

ven more difficult. 

Then, in the second phase , (shown in Fig. 6 d) the algorithm

raverses the skeleton sequence and outputs a sequence of adja-

ent intersections by completing the sequence (shown in Fig. 6 e).

lease note that the skeleton sequence searched in the first phase

s with equal-length to the given sparse cellular trajectory O , while

he intersection sequence outputted in the second phase would be

onger than O . The reason is that, given the frequency of 15 min for

bservations, it is clear that a user would pass through more than

ne intersection between each two consecutive observation points,

e.g., when commuting with metro, it takes around 3 min to move

etween each two stations). 

Skeleton sequence search - Given the sparse cellular trajectory

 0 → o 1 ,… → o M 

, this phase returns the skeleton sequence of the

ntersections as v 0 → v 1 , ... → v M 

. The algorithm is first initialized

y P r t 0 (v i ) = P (o 0 | v i ) for the candidate intersections v i correspond-

ng to the first time-stamped location o 0 , with P r t 0 (v i ) denoting

he probability of a user to be located at intersection/node ( v i ) at

ime t 0 . Then, for each candidate state corresponding to cell tower

 t , the probability of a user being in v j at time t and generating o 0 
 o 1 , ... → o t is calculated by Eq. (3) : 

 r t (v j ) = P (o t | v j ) × max 
∀ v i 

[ P r t−1 (v i ) × T r(v i , v j )] (3)

here P ( o t | v j ) is the probability of a user connecting to cell tower

f o t when he/she is in the intersection v 
j 

and Tr ( v i , v j ) is the tran-

ition probability of moving from node v i to node v j . The parent

ode is also stored using Eq. (4 ): 

 ar(v j ) = arg max 
∀ v i 

[ P r t−1 (v i ) × T r(v i , v j )] (4)

t the end, we find 

∗
v M 

= arg max ∀ v M 
P r t (v M 

) Then a backtracking iteration using

q. (5) 

∗
 b−1 = P ar( 

∗
v b ) for b = [ M, . . . , 2 , 1] (5)

etrieves the most likely intersection sequence 
∗
v 0 → 

∗
v 1 , . . . → 

∗
v M 

hich produces the most likely path for the sparse cellular trajec-

ory o 0 → o 1 ,… → o M 

. Sequence 
∗
v 0 → 

∗
v 1 , . . . → 

∗
v M 

serves as input

or the next phase to retrieve the adjacent sequence of intersec-

ions for the given sparse cellular trajectory. 

Adjacent sequence completion - Given the skeleton sequence
∗
 0 → 

∗
v 1 ... → 

∗
v M 

, for each pair of consecutive intersections 
∗
v i , 

∗
v i +1 
hat are not adjacent in multilayer graph G , the algorithm searches

he optimal sequence of intersections v i 1 → v i 2 ... → v i k and inserts

he obtained optimal sub-sequence between the two intersections
∗
 i , 

∗
v i +1 as 

∗
 i → v i 1 → v i 2 ... → v i k ︸ ︷︷ ︸ → 

∗
v i +1 (6) 

⇑ 

ecovered path 

s the complete adjacent sequence. Please note that each two con-

ecutive nodes in the newly obtained sub-sequence are adjacent in

ultilayer G . In the next section, we will introduce the calculation

f probabilities used in our framework. 

. Core algorithms 

In the previous section, we described the general algorithm of

apping cellular trajectories over the multimodal transportation

etwork. The two main probability distributions used in the map-

ing algorithm, are the HMM transition and emission scores that

re estimated in an unsupervised way. This section explains in de-

ail how the two scores are defined and estimated. 

.1. Transition probability 

The transition probability Tr ( v i , v j ) in our mapping algorithm

pecifies the probability of an individual’s moving from hidden

tate v i at time t − 1 to hidden state v j at time t . The transition

robability is inferred from the underlying network, the multilayer

ransportation network in which each transportation layer has its

pecific characteristics and properties. Table 1 shows some graph

opological properties such as the average node degree and the av-

rage physical edge length in different layers of the multimodal

ransportation network. It is crucial to notice that relying on the

opological properties of network layers without considering their

ifferences, leads to a biased mapping algorithm in which the ob-

ervations tend to be mapped over a specific transportation layer.

n addition, taking into account the sparseness of cellular obser-

ations, it is a key to authorize transitions between nonadjacent

ntersections. We propose a transition probability of moving from

ntersection v i to intersection v j that is a function of two given fac-

ors: 

1) Edge type and average speed over each edge: each physical

edge in the multilayer graph G belongs to a layer. Moreover,

only the road layer contains different types of edges (such as

highway, principal, local, etc.). We define matrix W where each

element of W represents a weight between two nodes if there

exists an interconnection between them. The weight of each

link is defined as the inverse of average speed that one could
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Fig. 7. Time distribution and distance distribution. 

Table 2 

Edge classification and weights for multilayer 

transportation network G . 

w ij Condition 

1/80 �(v i ) = �(v j ) = metro 

1/90 �(v i ) = �(v j ) = road (highway) 

1/60 �(v i ) = �(v j ) = road (principale) 

1/40 �(v i ) = �(v j ) = road (regional) 

1/30 �(v i ) = �(v j ) = road (local) 

1/10 �(v i ) � = �(v j ) = crosslayer 

1/100 �(v i ) = �(v j ) = train 
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have over the corresponding edge. Table 2 shows the weight

according to average speed over the edges of graph G : 

W i j = 

{
w i j if v i , v j are adjacent in G 

0 otherwise. 
(7)

2) Edge length: involving edge length in the transition probability

indirectly considers higher probabilities for transitions to closer

nodes. 

The transition probability between two intersections v i and v j 
is defined as the inverse of the shortest path cost between v i 
and v j : 

T r(v i , v j ) = 

( ∑ 

∀ (mn ) ∈ SP v i v j 

w mn × d(v m 

, v n ) 

) −1 

(8)

where ( mn ) is the edge between v m 

and v n belonging to SP v i v j , the

shortest path between two nodes v i and v j in graph G . The short-

est path cost of SP v i v j is the sum of distances over each edge ( mn )

belonging to SP v i v j , weighted by w mn . d ( v m 

, v n ) is the euclidean

distance between each two nodes v m 

and v n . 

In earlier studies, the transition probability was quantified

based on topological properties of the underlying network which

was mainly a road graph. In [19,23] , the transportation net-

work was represented as road segments and transitions were as-

sumed to occur between adjacent road segments. The authors in

[23,24] considered equal transition probabilities between nodes in

the same road segment or nodes between road segments which

are adjacent with an intersection. The transition probability in

[17] is defined based on the Manhattan distance between the grid

cells of the road network. The objective of our proposed transi-

tion probability model is to minimize the bias of the mapping al-

gorithm for layers with different topological properties. 

4.2. Emission probability 

In HMM, at each time step t , there exists an observation o t 
which in our study is characterized as c t = 〈 l on, l at, r max 〉 t . The
t 
mission score reflects the notion that it is more likely that a par-

icular observation point is observed from a nearby intersection

han from an intersection farther away [23] . For studies in which

PS data were used as observations [18,19,23] , the emission prob-

bility score is modeled by a normal distribution that is a func-

ion of the euclidean distance between the observation point and

he hidden state, with a standard deviation estimated from sensor

rrors. 

In this work, cellular antenna locations serve as observations;

ince there is no labeled data available to estimate cellular sen-

or errors, we build the Voronoi tessellation of cellular antennas

n the area of study. In the Voronoi network of cellular antennas,

ach cellular antenna C i is characterized by radius r i which is the

aximum distance of the cellular antenna from the corresponding

oronoi cell vertices. Our emission score is defined as a decreas-

ng function of the distance between the antenna location and the

idden node (intersection): 

 r(o t | v j ) ∝ 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

1 . 0 if : d t j ≤ r max 
t (

r max 
t 

d t j 

)β

if : r max 
t ≤ d t j ≤ τ

0 otherwise. 

(9)

here d t j = d(o t , v j ) is the euclidean distance between o t and in-

ersection v j , and τ is a threshold corresponding to the maximum

istance that a cell phone can be hit by a cellular antenna. τ
nforces the constraint that only intersections in the radius of τ
rom the cellular antenna could be considered as candidate states

nodes). 

. Evaluation 

.1. Dataset for evaluation 

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, GPS data are used

s ground truth. We collected the cellular trajectories of 10 vol-

nteer participants during one month (Aug–Sept 2014) with their

orresponding GPS data. The GPS data were collected with the help

f the application “Moves” [28] , which was installed on the partici-

ants’ smartphones. The data captured were the sampled positions

f the phone during its movements as well as its activities classi-

ed in four different categories: ‘Walking,’ ‘Running,’ ‘Cycling’ and

Transport.’ Based on this dataset, several prepossessing steps were

erformed in order to extract the trajectories to be mapped over

he transport networks. 

Trajectories whose lengths are shorter than 5 km were filtered

ut from the database. Given the low sampling rate of the cellular

ata (a data point every 15 min), it is not realistic to seek recov-

ring a movement with shorter duration than this threshold. The

ffect of this filter on the dataset distribution can be observed in

ig. 7 a and b. 
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Fig. 8. Neighboring cell distance distribution. 
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The spatial accuracy needed to distinguish a real mobility from

oise depends on the distance between two base stations. In order

o discard irrelevant movements, we filtered out all the trajecto-

ies under the threshold x th such that P r (X < x th ) = q, where P r ( X )

s the distribution of distance between neighboring antennas. As

ig. 8 shows, for q = 0 . 97 , all the neighboring distances are less

han 5 km. 

To summarize, we built a dataset of 80 cellular trajectories

sequence of base stations) with their corresponding GPS paths

apped over a multilayer graph G . The multilayer transportation

etwork contains around 16,0 0 0 nodes and 26,0 0 0 edges. The
ig. 9. The coverage area of GPS data collected is shown in yellow on the map of Paris a

eader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
sers’ trajectories covered a total distance of 2200 km. The aver-

ge number of observation points in each cellular trajectory is 5.55

nd the average length of a trajectory is 26.5 km. Fig. 9 shows the

overage area of collected GPS trajectory dataset. 

.2. Evaluation results and comparison 

.2.1. Mapping algorithm efficiency 

To assess the effectiveness of our algorithm, the aforementioned

abeled dataset was used for test and evaluation. We applied CT-

apper to map the cellular trajectories over the multimodal trans-

ortation network and to compare the result with GPS ground

ruth. Different measurements have been used to assess the perfor-

ance of the algorithm. First, we aim to quantify the similarity be-

ween the obtained path and the ground truth. Since the algorithm

nfers the real trajectory in two phases, the results of the mapping

lgorithm are evaluated in both phases accordingly. This similarity

s quantified using the Edit distance score. This measure enables us

o compare two sequences with different lengths by allowing dif-

erent edits (deletion, insertion and substitution) to transform one

equence into the other. We evaluate the two phases of the algo-

ithm by calculating the edit-based similarity scores for both the

keleton and the complete mapped sequence. To have a compre-

ensive insight, we also calculate the average recall and precision

f the results for dataset trajectories. Considering each trajectory

s a set of nodes, precision is the fraction of retrieved nodes that

elong to the real path. Recall (also known as sensitivity) is the
nd region. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
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Fig. 10. Result evaluation. 
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route sections. 
fraction of correct nodes that are retrieved by the algorithm. More-

over, in the evaluation section, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

is used for two purposes: First, RMSE is computed to quantify the

overall distance between the obtained result and the ground truth.

Second, owing to the considerable spatial noise of cellular obser-

vations, RMSE is used to detect matches between two points using

threshold ε . In this case, if the RMS error between two points is

smaller than ε , we consider the inferred point as a match. For ex-

ample, an error threshold of 0.1 km indicates that for each node

in the output sequence, the node is considered as a match point

if it is within a 0.1 km radius of its corresponding real location.

We calculated the four mentioned accuracy measures (precision,
Fig. 11. Up-left: precision, up-right: recall, bottom-left is edit-based s
ecall, skeleton and complete sequence similarity score) for a range

f fixed allowed RMSE on the obtained mapping results. The sim-

larity scores are the complementary of the Edit distance scores.

ig. 10 shows the results of this evaluation. For an allowed RMSE

f 200 m, we see that more than 50% of skeleton and complete tra-

ectories can be retrieved. This is remarkable given the sparsity of

he coarse grain cellular antenna positions with respect to user real

rajectory (average of 5.5 observations per trajectory in the dataset

hile the average length is 26.5 km). It is important to mention

hat the frequency of cellular data collection is 15 min and, there-

ore, higher performances are expected if observations with higher

requencies are input to CT-Mapper . The average similarity score,

or a RMSE of 1 km, raises to 80%. In addition, CT-Mapper reaches

 recall and a precision of around 80% when a RMSE of 1 km is

llowed. In addition to the metrics mentioned above, we compute

he Edit distance error not as the number of required edits, but

y considering the euclidean distance as the cost of each required

dit. The average of Edit distances for all trajectories in the dataset

s 0.79 km. 

It is important to note that although the RMSE measures the

verall spatial gap between the inferred path and the ground-truth

ath, the spatio-temporal information is implicitly taken into ac-

ount. Assume, for instance, a road and a train route sections that

re spatially similar, and assume an observation sequence that has

imilar length to and lies roughly between these road and train

oute sections. To a human observer, both an inferred road path or

n inferred train path will look reasonable. However, as RMSE is

he result of the comparison of the inferred path with the ground-

ruth path, the RMSE of the wrong inferred path would be much

igher than that of the correctly inferred paths, especially if there

re only few possible connections between these road and train
imilarity scores and bottom-left is the skeleton similarity score. 
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Fig. 12. Sequence edist distance. 
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Fig. 13. Recall and precision in layer detection. 
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.2.2. Comparison with baseline algorithms 

In this section, the performance of our proposed model is com-

ared with two baseline models. Baseline 1 is a simple model that

naps each observation to the nearest node in the network to find

he skeleton and for the second phase, uses least-cost paths be-

ween them to retrieve the full path. The result of this baseline

odel is compared with CT-Mapper in Fig. 11 . 

To evaluate our transition probability model based on trans-

ortation properties as presented in Eq. (8) , we derive Baseline 2 ,

n HMM based baseline model associated with the naive assump-

ion consisting of setting equal probabilities for all outgoing tran-

itions from each node (including self-node transition). Under such

 model, the transition probability between two nodes v i and v j is

epresented as 

 r(v i , v j ) = 

( 

k i ∗
∏ 

n ∈ Q 
k n 

) −1 

(10)

here Q = SP v i v j − { v i , v j } and k i is the degree of v i . This naive as-

umption considers all the multilayer network edges on equal foot-

ng irrespective of their layer transportation properties. 

Using this transition probability model, we build an HMM in

he same way as CT-Mapper was developed. We use this model as

 baseline algorithm and run it on the test dataset to compare the

esults with CT-Mapper . We calculate the four performance mea-

ures for the baseline models. Fig. 11 compares the performances

f the two models with CT-Mapper . As the figures show, there is

p to 20% improvement in recall using our proposed transition

robability model. Also, the average Edit distance of the baseline

lgorithm result was 1.04 km, which proves that CT-Mapper per-

orms significantly better compared to the second baseline algo-

ithm. Fig. 12 shows the distribution of Edit distance for both the

econd baseline algorithm and CT-Mapper . 

.2.3. Multimodality analysis 

In the next step of assessing our mapping algorithm, we in-

estigate the accuracy of the mapping algorithm in transportation

ayer detection. As mentioned in Section 8 , the complexity of mul-

imodal mapping significantly increases owing to the considerable

opological differences between transportation layers. This issue is

ealt with in the proposed transition probability model that seeks

inimizing the bias in the mapping algorithm. 

We calculate the recall and precision for correct layer detection

or each layer. The overall recall and precision for the whole net-

ork is computed as the average of recall and precision for each

ayer, weighted by the number of nodes. 
As seen in Fig. 13 , in some few cases (such as in the subway)

he baseline algorithm performs better, but overall the CT-Mapper

lgorithm is significantly better in terms of recall and precision. 

. Discussion and conclusion 

In this study, we proposed an unsupervised mapping algo-

ithm (CT-Mapper) to map sparse cellular trajectories over a mul-

imodal transportation network. We modeled and built the multi-

ayer transportation network of subway, train and road layers for

he Ile-de-France (Paris) metropolitan area. The multilayer trans-

ortation network contains around 16 , 0 0 0 nodes and 26 , 0 0 0

dges. Investigating the complexity of the multilayer transportation

raph, a transition probability model leveraging the transportation

ayer type and topological properties was estimated and used in an

nsupervised HMM-based mapping algorithm. We carried experi-

ents on a test dataset of 80 real multimodal trajectories collected

rom 10 participants during one month (Aug–Sept 2014) to evalu-

te our algorithm. Considering the sparsity of cellular observations

with a frequency of 15 min), the percentage of retrieved paths of

martphone users is notable. To validate our transition probabil-

ty model, we compared it with a baseline algorithm that does not

ake into account the transportation properties of each layer. The

esults show up to 20% of accuracy improvement of the first over

he second. This shows that our model better accommodates the

omplexity of the multimodal transportation network. 

Our model considers a transition probability between nodes

hat is inversely proportional to the average expected time over

he paths between these two nodes. Nonetheless, our model does

ot take into account the time information stemming from the in-

ut observation sequence associated with a user trajectory. One of

he reasons is that we use sparse cellular trajectories of data points

ampled every 15 min. In this data sampling setting, the Telecom

perator provides us only with the information on whether a data

oint is observed or not, not with its precise temporal occurrence

ithin the considered 15 min time stamp. This makes the time

nformation unreliable. That said, for new datasets with an accu-

ate temporal information on the sampled data points, we could

arness the time information, by using, for instance, a Conditional

andom Field ( CRF ) to explicitly model the transition probability

o a node at time t conditionally on a node at time t – 1, and the

revious observations, unlike the HMM where such a probability is

onditional only on the node at time t – 1. To do this however, we

eed a larger dataset as CRF is more prone to overfitting. 
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Along the same lines, We expect that using a dynamic weight

matrix, which is compatible with the traffic model at different

times of the day, is likely to enhance the mapping results. This

issue will be investigated in future studies. Furthermore, The im-

provement of accuracy measures of our mapping algorithm by

minimizing bias mainly emanating from the multimodality of the

transportation network is of great importance which shall be

discussed in future contributions. Finally, investigating the pos-

sibility of using the proposed mapping algorithm at near real-

time (NRT) for traffic monitoring is another direction of further

contributions. 

Ethics requirements and legal requirements followed during 

the data collection 

Before starting the experiments of collecting cellular data, we

submitted the experiment protocol to the university ethics com-

mittee. Once the experiment started, each volunteer signed a legal

agreement stipulating that each of them requested access to their

cellular localization data for one month (with a sampling interval

of 15 min). This request was bond with a legal agreement giving
Fig. A.14. Illustration of some example
s the right to use their data for research purpose only. After one

onth of retention period after the end of the experiment, the cel-

ular data were directly provided to the volunteers by the telecom

perator. They forwarded us their cellular data afterward as well

s permission to access their GPS traces. 
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ppendix A. Example of traces where our map-matching 

artially fail to retrieve to true path 

In this section some examples of CT-Mapper failure are pre-

ented. In all these examples the blue markers are the cellular
s of mapping algorithm failure. 
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bservations with the frequency of 15 min. The blue lines illus-

rate the real path and the red lines are the result of mapping

lgorithm. In Fig. A.14 a the real path and the result of mapping

lgorithm both are the on the road layer. The rest of three fig-

res belong to the same daily commute of an individual in Paris.

ig. A.14 b is provided to show the example of correct matching,

ig. A.14 c is the case that a part of monomodal trajectory (on the

oad layer) is mapped over metro layer. Fig. A.14 d is another exam-

le of failure that the trajectory mistakenly mapped on the metro

ayer. From the failure examples, we can conclude that the result

f our mapping algorithm can significantly improve if observations

ith higher frequency (e.g., 5 min instead of the 15 min) are pro-

ided. 
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